Dates Scheduled For Enrollment

By Paul Lynn Taylor

Sophomore, junior, and senior students for the fall semester 1980-81 will be welcomed by the faculty and administration on Monday, April 21, admission day.

"The concert band has been under the direction of Dr. John Montgomery, chairman of the Board of Regents, along with other items enjoyed by the faculty and administration prior to the board meeting.
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International Multicultural Host Dinner

International multicultural host dinner will be held on Monday, April 21, from 6:30 p.m. in the student union banquet hall in the International lounge. Dinner will be served on Wednesday and Thursday from 6:30 p.m.

Dr. John Montgomery, chairman of the Board of Regents, along with other items enjoyed by the faculty and administration prior to the board meeting.
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Board Banquet

Regents’ Meeting Approves Computer Leasing

By Ed Howard

The lease of a new computer at the college was among many items approved by the Board of Regents at its meeting last Thursday on the campus.

The board approved the lease of a new computer, to be used in the computer science department. The computer is a new IBM 4351, along with a monitor, keyboard, and a hard disk drive.

The board also approved the purchase of a new computer, to be used in the computer science department. The computer is a new IBM 4351, along with a monitor, keyboard, and a hard disk drive.

The board also approved the purchase of a new computer, to be used in the computer science department. The computer is a new IBM 4351, along with a monitor, keyboard, and a hard disk drive.
Aggies Participate in Various Events

By Jann York

For many years NBO has been referred to as a great agriculural college, and this is no exception, with several successful events held there.

The agricultural program presented the 31st Annual Event at 4 p.m. in the Student Union with many students and faculty members present. The event was held in the Student Union auditorium and included remarks by President NBO and various faculty members. The event featured various agricultural projects and activities, including a market garden, a dairy farm, and a beef cow-calf operation.

In addition to the main event, there were several smaller activities held throughout the day. These included a oneday program for high school students interested in agriculture, a competition for the best market project, and a demonstration of the latest agricultural technology.

The event was well-attended, with over 200 people in attendance. The students and faculty members were enthusiastic about the event, and many expressed their excitement at being able to participate in such a successful and educational program.

Country Sounds

Skilled Clerk Expounds Role in Business Office

When you walk into the business office, you probably just see the women working, and it doesn’t enter your mind that each one has a specific job.

I think it would benefit the students and the employer if the kids knew what their specific job was. There are a lot of jobs that we don’t know at times,” remarked Colleen Jenkins, who has worked as a clerk for the past seven years.

In Jenkins' words, the job involves record-keeping, financial activities, and customer service. She explained that she handles anything that pertains to financial aid, she added. She must ensure all expenses are correct, such as tuition, room, and board, and then send checks for the student. She expressed that the office seems to be more hectic around the first of the month, because that is when many students receive their payments.

"I enjoy working with the students, and get to see a lot of different types of personalities," commented Jenkins. Before coming to NBO, Jenkins worked for an accountant doing tax returns for six years. Previously before this, the Kansa native worked for the Civil Service while her husband Jim was in the Marines.

Since I live on the river, I did whenever possible,” said the mother of four. Her children are Jimmy, Dustin, Eddy, and Janie, who is the only one still at home. Last year, the Jenkins family built a new house on the Neosho River bank.

When taking a closer look, it can be seen that there is definite order in the hectic world of the office.

Rebellious Girl Center Figure In Greek Play

The drama department is presenting the play titled "ANTIGONE" by Sophocles, with a modern twist of youth’s rebellion of authority of dramatic and tragic nature.

"This tragedy will be acted in a modern setting," explained Perkins freshmen, Bobby Reynolds, who will play the role of Antigone, and a young director of the play.

The audience will be enthralled with the plot and the acting. The play will run for four performances, with the last one being on Saturday, April 15th. The performances will be held at the USD Performing Arts Center and are open to the public.

CAMPBELL MUSIC STORE

Full line of Maxwell, TDK Memorex Blank Tapes
$1 off any $7.98 album or tape
113 Main Miami, OK 74354

Quality Hot Food
Speedy Service
Coca Hour
Monday thru Friday
Half Price Drinks at 3:00 to 6:00 p.m.
Drive-up Window
Exchange Service Arouses Questions

By Debbie Shensack

N.E.O. is one of the few colleges in Oklahoma which still offers a loan service. Questions have arisen as to whether to keep, do away with, or make optional such a service.

The service actually began five years ago for hygiene reasons. Many students were not bringing their own sheets from home and were sleeping only on the mattresses. This caused an un-pleasant odor in the dormitory and consequently new mattresses had to be bought every year. Therefore, the service was started to prevent the odor.

KEystone AMERICAN CLEANING of Tulsa, Okla., provides the service for N.E.O. Currently, students receive two sheets, two towels, and one pillow case for approximately $1 per week and $9.50 per year. This payment is included in the room and board fee. "No where else can you get a service provided for such a cheap cost," reported Lloyd Ogle, director of food and living services.

Students, according to their dormitory, may exchange their sheets once a week. The exchange is held four days a week from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through Wednesday in Harris Hall and Thursday in Dyer Hall. Originally, there were five employees helping with the exchange.

GAINES AND HER three younger siblings all enjoy musical instruments. Her husband is a construction worker. At present the family is planning on building a house out in the country that is a subterranean house. This is a house that is part underground. "It will help cut down on utility bills," emphasized Gaines.

"I love to teach and be around young people. They are exciting and they motivate me to study and keep up my skills. I'm very happy as a teacher. I get enough personal performance also to help keep me feeling successful," concluded Gaines.

Helpful Advice

Enthusiast Finds Music Expression Challenging

By Jean York

Instructing music to college students has been a challenging experience for DeMaris Gaines who is celebrating her tenth year at N.E.O.

Playing the harp, piano, and pipe organ, Gaines, a trained person received a Bachelor degree from Baylor University where she majored in Sacred Music and minored in harp. She received a Master's Degree in Music Performance at the University of Kansas State Teachers College in Emporia.

Much of Gaines' time is taken up performing for various events. She performs for all the musical productions. She plays with the orchestra and does several recitals.

Gaines went to other schools in order to perform for the students. She recently went to Pawhuska with a fellow student, Chris Hensley and performed. "Music is a way of expression, an important way. It is important to me and it always has been. I can give and receive by it. It helps the spiritual part of our being," noted Gaines.

A lot of students wonder how old a person should be when they start practicing piano. "I started when I was four years old but anyone can learn to play no matter what age. I know a 82 year old woman who began learning at the age of 72. She is now performing for friends. When students say they are too old I give them this illustration to prove that you are never too old," declared Gaines.

Eating Contest

April 19 1:30 p.m.

Prize: AM-FM Radio Cassette Deck

Entry Fee $2

kEn's pizza

Teeth Care

Linda Alcorn, Miami dental hygienist recently illustrated home dental care to the children in the child development program at the school located on the campus.

-Newspaper Competes in Contest

Eating 12 wards in the lunch annual press day at North- eastern State University held recently in Tahlequah, the NORSE WIND placed second in overall competition between Eastern Oklahoma State Junior Colleges.

Competing against five state junior colleges, N.E.O. finished third this year. SEMINOLE State Junior College of Seminole and Seminole Jun-ior College of Seminole in the Best All-Around newspaper category. The N.E.O. newspaper THE VIKING finished second in the Best All-Around yearbook class.

Sophomore Jeff Goodale of Bartlesville won second place in sports writing while Gary Mc- Cool, Miami sophomore finished third. Other individual winners were Dana Evans, Muskogee, second place in features and sports writing and Terry Robinson, Woodward, third in editorial writing. All individual winners received certificates.

The NORSE WIND received top recognition in news writing and sports writing. N.E.O. finished second behind Carl Albert State College in feature writing and third behind Seminole and Carl Albert Junior College in editorial writing.

A third place rating was re- ceived in news graphics behind Eastern and Seminole while

MSSC Offers Individual Day For Transfers

Any student graduating from N.E.O. and planning on transferring to Missouri Southern State College are invited to attend a special transfer day on April 25.

Transportation will be pro- vided for those students going and they should meet in the student union by 9 a.m. Registration will begin at 9 a.m. and end at 4 p.m.

Registration will be held from 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. They will also be guests at luncheon barbecues.

Students should take along small transcripts. A list of classes they have had, and know their major. Those planning on transferring should contact Ken Wilson, academic advisor who is located in the student union, by noon Monday, April 21.
Veterans Boost Defensive Front

By Nick Lamendola

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the last of a four-part series dealing with the veteran reserves that are expected to play important roles in the 1990 Gold Coast Narooma football season going through spring drills. This is the last installment.

Losing only two key seniors to Allie, the 1990 edition of the Gold Coast Narooma football team has one starting linebacker and five returning starters.

Returning as the only starting player is linebacker Terry McClelland (6-2, 200) from Putnam City West, Okla. McClelland recorded 43 tackles and 7 sacks in addition to causing four of the Narooma team's five interceptions during the regular season.

Another returning starter is defensive tackle from Oklahoma City North, Mike Mullarky (6-3, 225) from Oklahoma City North, Okla. Mullarky recorded 43 tackles and 10 sacks in addition to causing four of the Narooma team's five interceptions during the regular season.

Green Nets Job Offer At College

Several rumors concerning the departure of Green Nets basketball coach came to a head earlier this week when it was confirmed that he has been offered a position with a four-year college.

"I have been offered a coaching position at a four-year college," stated Green, who was a senior reserve for the professional basketball team in 1987-88. The position will be a fine opportunity for me to work, said Green, who has been looking for a job in the industry for the past year.

GREEN NETS FOR A head coach basketball team has already begun the process of interviewing for Dr. D.D. Solar, NBSA president.

"We formed a committee to begin screening applicants starting the first of next week for the coaching position," stated Green, who has been involved in the sport since 1982.

Members of the search committee are: Dr. Robert Coates, athletic director; Dr. Carroll Angler, dean of instruction; W. W. Unckel, chairman of the basketball committee; Robert Maxwell, chairman of physical education department; John E. Wilkins, Indian student advisor.

"COURTLY, we have received between 15 and 20 inquiries for the position from highly qualified coaches throughout the country. We are beginning the interviewing process this week," Dr. Coates explained.

"After we reduce the number of applicants, if we have a coach as as good as the one we have been interviewing, we will offer him the job," said Dr. Coates.

The final recommendations will be submitted to the board of regents for approval.

Wrestler Honored

Melvin Gatewood, All-American wrestler from 1980-1983, has been named to the Junior Pan American team this week.

Gatewood, a 1983 graduate of the University of Texas at Austin, was named to the Junior Pan American team after winning the 1983 NCAA wrestling championship.

Gatewood, who won the 137-pound weight class at the NCAA wrestling championship, is expected to compete in the 1984 Olympic Games.

Green Nets Changes

By Jeff Goodbody

"We are one of the top 10 teams in the nation," stated gatewood, who has been a member of the Gold Coast Narooma football team.

"We are in the process of forming a national team," said gatewood, who has been a member of the Gold Coast Narooma football team.

"We are in the process of forming a national team," said gatewood, who has been a member of the Gold Coast Narooma football team.

Hurler Routes Ability
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Bohannon Changes
Lady Softballers Sweep Twinbill from Crowder

By Jeff Goolsby

Michelle Ferguson, a sophomore designated hitter from Bartlesville, finished hit for game one with a single for the day, including two home runs, two doubles and eight RBIs to fuel the NOD Lady Nurses to a 9-2 and 14-5 win over Crowder Tuesday afternoon at the NOD softball diamond.

NOD, now 11-3 on the season, will travel to Springfield, Mo., next Monday afternoon for a twinbill clash with Southwest Missouri State University.

IN THE NIGHTCAP, the Lady Nurses jumped on Crowder's pitchers for 13 hits including homers by Ferguson, Giant McWilliams and Paula Thomas.

The Lady Nurses utilized only three singles in the first inning to grab a 2-0 lead with the help of Barnes

Gains National Berith in WSU Meet

Freshman pitcher Karen Barnes qualified for the 22nd time in her career to back four the next when the Wichita State University Shockers Softball Festival last Thursday and Friday.

The Lady Shockers opened the meet with a 24-67 second game to go 1-1 in the national meet. Barnes then went on to win the third game to give the Shockers their first win in the national meet.

The Lady Shockers are now 24-15 on the year.

In the first game, Barnes went the distance against Kansas in a very close game, 7-6. In the second game, Barnes allowed 6 runs on 13 hits.

DUNCAN LURED THE Lady Shockers to a 7-1 win over Kansas in the third game, allowing 2 runs on 4 hits.

Barnes is a senior from the three-year-old team. In the first game, Barnes allowed 2 runs on 3 hits.

In the second game, Barnes allowed 4 runs on 8 hits.

In the third game, Barnes allowed 2 runs on 4 hits.

In the fourth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the fifth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the sixth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the seventh game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the eighth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the ninth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the tenth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the eleventh game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the twelfth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the thirteenth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the fourteenth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the fifteenth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the sixteenth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the seventeenth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the eighteenth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the nineteenth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the twentieth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the twenty-first game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the twenty-second game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the twenty-third game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the twenty-fourth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the twenty-fifth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the twenty-sixth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the twenty-seventh game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the twenty-eighth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the twenty-ninth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the thirtieth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the thirty-first game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the thirty-second game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the thirty-third game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the thirty-fourth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the thirty-fifth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the thirty-sixth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the thirty-seventh game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the thirty-eighth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the thirty-ninth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the fortieth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the forty-first game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the forty-second game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the forty-third game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the forty-fourth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the forty-fifth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the forty-sixth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the forty-seventh game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the forty-eighth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the forty-ninth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.

In the fiftieth game, Barnes allowed 1 run on 3 hits.
Student Involvement Required in Senate

By Rich

EDITORS NOTE: This is the last of the series of articles on student involvement in the Senate.

Since this is the last article on the Senate before the filing deadline, both the major offices of Treasurer and Secretary will be covered.

As far as actual duties are concerned, these are probably the two offices which have the least to do. Anyone with a need to test the limits of their ex- accomplishings something will be most likely to fail in either of these positions.

Perhaps the problem with our student government is that we have too many organizations competing for our attention and support with each other. It seems that most of our student representatives spend more time arguing over who does what than actually doing it.

Something that deserves some thought is whether or not all of these governing bodies, many of which are new, the Inter-Dorm Council and all of the other student functionaries, are even needed. In some cases the policy change could be accomplished without them.
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Candidates Diminish Near Campaign Close

Editorial

As election time draws even nearer, the shining white knights of the campaign begin to don some of their spotless robes and display a part of their true character.

If we, the voters of this nation will only pay attention to these candidates we will be rewarded greatly when the time comes to make a choice. The two major parties are finally narrowing down to a manageable number of candidates and it is becoming rather clear as to who we are going to be choosing from in November.

Only now are we going to find out which candidate is going to stick by his political beliefs most strongly expressed over the last few months. A factor in this campaign is the increasing which will play a part in our presidential direction for the next four years.

The student inspired, which is correct, academic standards. The Senate insinuates a committee which is a major...science degree from the University of Toledo, and has a...tions which are in...participation rate. The current attitude among most representatives in the senate meeting is "Another Tuesday night!" If our...the student senate if they left they were accomplishing something in busing and worthwhile value.

The overwhelming desire to belong to the student senate will be driven by the "...will file for office. We offer more than a...the officers the senate...which it has difficulty paying...one is the Regent...scholarship which is awarded for grades, research, service, leadership and...I believe that...the student senate if you are not going to be nice to the...and the student senate, that there is a...dealing...the student senate. That...the student senate's involvement included...only an approval vote at a week...meeting.

Reagan on the other hand is the most conservative candidate we have seen in years. It is his extreme right wing stance...the people who don't like the conservative stance of Reagan yet are also rebelling...at the thought of another term of Carter. While there is little chance of such a strategy succeeding, it is going to have to be dealt with by both Carter and Reagan.

The competition between Carter and Reagan is liable to be so close that the winner will be whoever gives up the lowest votes to the third party. To...considerations one can safely say that there will be some changes considered at the upper levels of the campaigns.
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